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  classical   concert instruments   sticks &amp; Maret   Handheld/Secondary   Score   World Percussion   Cymbals, Sounds and Ball   Accessories   Kids &amp; Kids School percussion / navigation / percussion / percussion / solo / Timpani percussion › › Timpani Solo Sheet
Music (66) Timpani Solo Sheet Music (66) Timpani Solo Sheet Music (66) Timpani Solo Sheet Music Alignment By + ADD › FILTER 1 was composed in 1968, was performed by composer, William Kahn, at the School of East. The idea for this piece was Inspi... Product reviews related to notes and
instrumentation videos also looked at other details requiring a keen sense of musicality as well as technical commands of thunder instruments. The inspiration of the work is provided directly from the title and expressed as a heavy joint double stop at the opening of the work. The metal sound used in the
middle of the work is intended to evoke images of a bundle in the minds of the audience when listening. Genre: Timpani | Player's #: Level 1: Intermediate | Duration: 5:00 Instrumentation Timpani (4 Standard Size Drums) Program Note Thunder was written for percussionist Catherine Irwin, a graduate
student at the University of Kansas. This work was part of project creation 2013. In the meantime, I dedicated my self to the first person to choose an instrument that consisted of one solo instrument work on a day in the month of June and commented on my Facebook post. Kathryn was the first
commentator to select Timpani on June 26, 2013. Louisiana State University Project Production in 2013 performed by Casey Blevinger for a solo Teampani thunder, composed #26이 products have not yet received any reviews. Be the first to review this product! A review by Timpani and Multi perperssion
by Kirk J. Gay writes doppelgänger solo and this also utilizes the multi-percussion settingof concert tom, woodblock, sizzling cymbals, and wind ball. It is an ideal choice for percussionists looking for a dramatic and virtuoso Timpani solo. Duration: 6:20 | Level: Med-Advanced Bharati, G, Dowd, C. (1992).
Three inventions for Solo Timpani. New York: Henmar Press. These three movement jobs give the player the option to run cadenza like a section of the work using 5-7 drums. The performer alternates between the butt ends of a wooden hammer or stick as well as a hard and soft felt hammer. Glysandi
and Muting can also be seen throughout the work. Beck, J. (1986). Grand Teton: Timpani Solo. Rating solo series. Delevan, New York: Kendor Music. This 2 drum beginner level solo has no use of extended technology. Beck, J. (1983). Tripp motif: Timpani Solo. Rating solo series. Delevan, New York:
Kendor Music. This 4 drum solo uses a middle hammer and a wooden hammer. The transition between the hammers is thought to be composed of rhythm and dynamic. Glisandi can be seen in the middle part of the work, but there are no elements of expanded technology. Beck, J. H. (1996). Interaction
with Timpani and sound. Delevan, New York: The intention of the music composer to influence the performance of this song is to influence the performance of the work in such a way that each performance interacts differently with the accompaniment recorded for the first of the three movements.
Performers must play in timpani's bowl. Pay attention to the description of each movement at the beginning of the operation. Each movement has a very different feel and personality that will affect the performer's interaction with the tape. Beck, John. (1986). Snake River: Timpani Solo. Rating solo series.
Delevan, New York: Kendor Music. This novice level solo is not available for extended skills. Performers are asked to use a regular hammer and two drums. Beck, John, Papa Stefan, J. (1985). Three moves for five Timpani. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.: Meredith Music. These three movements require five drums.
The performer alternates between plain, hard and wooden hammers. The performer must play multiple bounce stroke rolls, play shifts between the center and the normal play area, and add a metronome for the second movement. Beck, J. (1980). Three episodes of Timpani: Timpani Solo with piano.
Delevan, New York: Kendor Music. This solo is performed with four drums and a piano. The piano part is played by a team panist. The performer also asked to run multiple hammer ing skills, alternating center and general play area, mute hearing, mute strikes, dead strokes. Beck, J. (1971). Sonata for
Timpani. Boston: Boston Music This 4 drum solo uses a plain, smooth and hard hammer. This solo also has shifts between hitting different tuning schemes, hand clap, finger strikes, rim shots, stick shots, drums and bowl heads. Bergamo, J. (1963). 4 things for Timpani. New York: Music for percussion.
This solo requires four drums, multiple hammer ings, an audible muffling, a shift between the center and the general playing area. Brown, T. (1988). Timpani: Solo grade for solo collection, 2, 3, 4 drums. Miami: Belwyn Mills. The book is a collection of 23 solos divided into four parts of two, three, and four
drums. There is no extended technology used for this solo. Bump, M. (1989). Study 1: Timpani with percussion. Studio 4 Productions. This solo uses 5 timpani, concert bass drums, wooden blocks, suspended cymbals, Chinese cymbals, regular/soft/staccato/hard rubber hammers and tuning forks. In
addition to the several instruments used besides Timpani, the performer asked to run dead strokes, using tuning forks on pedal glysandi and Timpani heads, multiple hammer techniques, finger rim shots, knuckles, glysandes. Brune, H. (2002). Dull moment: Solo Timpani. Baltimore, Maryland: Smith
Publications. This solo was written for four drums and there is no indication of a hammer choice. No technology in the list of extension technologies in this Carter, E. (1995). 8 pieces for 4 timpani (one person). New York: Related music publishers. Throughout these eight pieces, Carter indicates that the
player should be used, and a medium-sized hard hammer, a wooden snare drum stick, and a special rattan stick covered with a cordury produce the best effect, a bass drum hammer, and a hammer's head and buttocks alternately used. Performers should also shift between dead strokes,
mute/attenuated, hand attenuation, shifts between the center and rim playing areas, harmonics, empathy resonance, placing mute on drums. Cannes, W. (2001). 6 concert pieces: Solo Timpani. Gaylesville, Maryland: Meredith Music Publications. These six pieces include different expansion techniques
for each solo. This technique is a shift between finger roll, finger strike, flat finger roll, finger border shot, normal/hard felt hammer, shift between center and normal play area. Cannes, W. (1981). Raga No. 1. Century City, Wimbledon, California. Solo requires four drums. You should also alternate between
center and normal play areas, finger rolls and finger border shots. Chapter, G. (1976). 4 Solo Etude for Five Timpani. New York: Music for percussion. Players are asked to play five drums using multiple hammer ing uses. The other four solos are vibraphone, xylophone, and multi-percussion solos.
Chavez, C. (1982). Solo Timpaniparti. Music for percussion. New York: G. Schimmer. This solo has four moves written for six drums. The notation is written as a grand staff and requires the player to tread a drum. Cucinotta, R. (1976). Triangulation: Timpani and tape. New York: Lang percussion. This
solo requires six drums and recorded tape. There are certain settings for timpani and speakers, so the accompaniment sound is emitted from different places on the stage. Cucinotta requests two chains from the Goodman Company. Soloists must perform thumb rolls, play in drum bowls, rub sticks for the
center and edges of the batter's head, improvised glysandi, chains in the general playing area. Dimmer, E. L. (2002). Tokata for Timpani: Solo Timpani. Greensboro, NC: C. Allen Publications. These five drum solos use multiple hammering techniques to flip to the hip end of the hammer, bounce a metal
ball into the drum head, add a tambourine placed on one drum, and add a jingle bell to one drum. Ericsson, K. (1999). In the Valley of the Kings. Nashville, TN: Innovative Percussion, Inc. In The Valley of the Kings you need a soloist to perform your expanding skills on four drums. Erickson asked the
player to play in one drum trill, moving from center to edge with a drum bowl, center of the head, hammer, fingertip roll, knuckle in the bowl, and tone effect. Ericsson, R. (1986). Dunbar's Joy: Solo Timpani. Baltimore Smith Publications. Robert Erickson requires soloists to perform a variety of skills.
Ericsson translates many of the symbols used throughout the year through performance notes and notation guides. Notation plays in the counter hoop, playing in bowls in several ways, rubbing conga with conga, pedal glysandand and conga rubbing, finger rim shots, full hand rim shots, playing in the
middle of the head by hand, dead strokes by hand, sympathetic resonance in two padded cymbals, bow ingvaling while playing pedals, and ki.pink, S (1979). Paken Suites. Solo for percussion Frankfurt: Simmerman. These six exercise jobs require four drums and there are no elements of expansion
technology. Perth, V. (1969). Solo impression for four Timpani. New York: C. Fisher. This solo should use 4 drum and piano accompaniments, but there are no elements of expansion technology. Floyd, J. M. (1980). Themes and variations: Your Timpani. Studio 4 Productions. Floyd must perform rim
shots, placing a tuning fork on the head while playing soloist, rim shot, pedal glycando, finger strike, alternate finger roll, brush, finger tremollo, the hip end of the hammer, and the movement from the center of the head to the edge of the head to perform multiple hammer ingests. Frock, G. (1975). 7 solo
dances by advanced teampanist. San Antonio: Southern Music's seventh dance is the only movement that includes elements of expansion technology. The player must play in the middle of the drum with hand, finger rim shots, dead strokes, playing open tones with hands. Gottro, G. G. (1998). Solo
Timpanicapricio. Timpani series. Burke, Virginia: Pioneer percussion. Although there are no elements of the expansion technology for this solo, it has many challenging sections including Adjusted Changes and Glysandi. There is also a cadenza where soloists can perform or develop/improvise. Hamilton,
B. (1998). Ritual: Solo Timpani non Sequitur music. These five movements require four drums. This work is very challenging, and only asks the mute performer at a certain beat, the shift between playing in the center, the edge, and the normal playing area. Hanus, J. (1973). Concerto for Timpani and
Tape. Hastings on Hudson, New York: Joshua Corporation needs four to five drums and the help of other players or electronic tape accompaniments. For 18 minutes the player uses numerous hammers, moves in the center, edge and general playing area, plays in mute, plays from outside muted, and
uses hands, multiple hammer ing uses, and also adds snare drums. Helble, R. (1979). Three etude sat for five Timpani. Northridge, CA: Studio 4 Productions. This work requires the use of five Timpani, shifts from the center, to the top, to the edge of the batter's head, and some very difficult verses with
the grand staff and not very much. Dynamic display. Hulife, M. (1981). Three settings for Timpani. Northridge, CA: Studio 4 Productions. In this 3-movement/4 drum operation, the soloist must alternate between the center and edge of the batter's head in normal playing, using his fingertips and performing
multiple hammer techniques. Hulif, M. (2006). Suites for Timpani. Columbus, Ohio: Permus Publications. These three movements require four drums. Technically and musically required, there are no elements of the expansion technology found in this solo. Hulif, M. (1988). Four verses for Timpani. United
States: Paul Price Publications. Four drums are used in these four movement operations, and the player explores a variety of expansion techniques, such as finger strokes, brushes, multiple hammer ings/Marimba mallets, and shifts in the playing area from the center of the head to the normal playing
area. Kraft, W. (1981). Variations on King George. Can Nuys, CA: New Music West. In this four drum solo, solos perform five variations with expanded technology. Performers need to alternate from the central and edge play areas to the normal playing area, use multiple hammer techniques (Marimba
Mallet) and play the extended glycando section. Kraft, W. (1978). Image: Four Timpani, Five Cymbals and Big Tom Tom. Van Nuys, California: New Music West. The work includes four drums as well as five cymbals and four movements each that require a big tamtam. Four of the five cymbals are
suspended and the fifth is inverted/inverted at the lowest Timpani head. Performers need to use a combination of fingers, multiple hammer skills, hip ends of the hammer (wood), snap rattan hammer for the head, glysando with nails, in some cases mute, playing inverted cymbals while moving the pedals,
the use of brushes, one-handed rolls, sympathetic resonance. Kosh, M. (1985). Handheld shot. Cleveland, Ohio (557 E. 140th St., Cleveland 44110-1999: Ludwig Music Pub This piece includes four drums and five moves that can be played individually or played in full sets. Raparev, K. (1993). Three
pieces for Timpani, New York: M. Baker's work is very technically musically demanding, but does not include extended technology except for several drums. , D. (1994). Suite #2 for Timpani. Delevan, New York: Almitra Music. This 3-movement/4-drum operation was essentially done, but no extended
elements. It was found throughout the operation. Maddinlee, G. (1976). Solo Timpani's Sonata. Price publications. This advanced 4-movement/4 drum operation requires a number of hammer ing technology for the third movement. The whole work is very rhythmically challenging. Newman, R. (1979).
Short story: Solo Timpani. Smith Publications. In this advanced 4 drum solo, the soloist is asked only to change the drum stick ollethammer. This is rhythmically difficult and requires a lot of tuning changes as a whole. Knock, F. (1957). Dance Raw. Timpani &amp; Piano. New York: Music for percussion.
This novice piece requires two drums, a ratchet and a piano accompaniment. Performers are asked in the middle section to maintain ratchet sound while playing drums with small stones. No other explanation is provided. Price, P. (1957). Timpani Solo #1 [-12]. New York: Music for percussion. This solo
comes from a collection of 12 short solos. This special solo uses three drums and several hammer ing skills. The other 11 solos do not include elements of the extended technology. Ridley, S. (1996). Anismism: Prepared timpani and tape. Tempe, AZ: Full &gt; Island Productions. This solo requires the
performer to use three temple gongs on the other three drums in the penultimate section of the work, covering the lowest drum completely with a cloth and setting up a sound system for electronic accompaniment. The performer moves to the head center and bowl in the normal play area. Soloists should
also use hand skills such as ghost notes, open tones, spanking, slapping in the center of the head and muted spanking. All the hand skills needed for this solo can be found in conga and gembe drums. Ride Out, A. (1968). Sonatina in Timpani. London: Bush and The Hawks. These three movement jobs
should use four drums. The soloist is also asked to flip from the wooden end of the hammer to the soft end of the hammer in the third move. Loader, T. (1985). Episorsor Fur 5 Pauken 4 Sachen. Frankfurt: Zimmerman. This solo requires the performer to alternate the hip tip of felt hammer, timpani
hammer, hand, wire brush. The quick movement around the five drums makes the hammer switching very difficult. Sagnier, P. (1968). Six pieces pour timballet. Paris: G. Pilate. This work requires four drum and piano accompaniments, but there are no elements of expansion technology as a whole. Seri,
J. (1979). Conversation: Timpani. Northridge, CA: Studio 4 Productions. This duet requires each player to use four pedal drums. Each player must negotiate an extensive section of play in a bowl of drums while flipping to the head at the hip end of the hammer. Performers also need to play in the center of
the head and make difficult tuning changes quickly. Udel, D. R. (1983). Sonata, 1st place solo Timpani. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.: Music for percussion. This work requires five timpani, a big concert bass drum, and a small pedal bass drum. Tthe It also plays simultaneously on the head of drums, bowls, drums,
and asks alternately in the general playing area in the center of the head and back. Williams, J. (1968). A variation of the solo kettle drum. New York: Music for percussion. The player must negotiate a 12-tone row across four drums through four variations. The performer alternates with a hard soft
hammer; Fingers hit and require multiple hammer ing skills. Zivkovich, N &amp; Beck, J. (1991). Kadenza for five Timpani. Van Nuys, CA: Studio 4 Productions. Timpani &amp; It is written as a cadenza for John Beck's concerto for percussion ensembles and can also be performed solo. This solo uses 5
timpani and has a verse that is very difficult to pedal with melody material, while at the same time creating a polyphonic texture within five drums. Drum.
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